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Shell to cut jobs in core
exploration unit-website

LONDON, Sept 4 (Reuters) - Royal Dutch Shell Plc is planning job cuts of
around 15 percent in its core exploration and production unit, a Shell
protest website reported on Friday, citing sources inside the oil major.

An announcement on a restructuring of the unit, which generates most
of Shell's profit, is due on Monday, website Royaldutchshellplc.com said.
Shell declined comment. (Editing by David Cowell)
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PR crisis for UN's Ban Ki-
moon
UN chief Ban Ki-moon isn’t having a good
year for public relations. Halfway through
his five-year term, he’s been hit with a
wave of negative media assessments. 
Blog 
 

Women lead from the
front in Rwanda’s
parliament
After next year’s election in
Rwanda, women hope they will take
around two thirds of the seats in parliament. It would be
an ambitious dream for equality campaigners in many
countries, but after the 1994 genocide, women made up
70 percent of Rwanda’s population.
  Blog 
 

IAAF would do well to
leave Semenya alone
The International Association of
Athletics Federations (IAAF) said on
Wednesday, hours before Caster
Semenya was due to run, that the
procedure for a gender test had started following her
rapid performance improvement in the past year.  Blog 
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South African fury at sex
test for track star
Many in South Africa feel a victory
by their talented young athlete is
being tarnished by bad losers and a
world all too ready to mock.
Sensitivities to prejudice are never far from the surface
in the country where apartheid white minority rule ended
just 15 years ago  Blog 
 

Statue casts shadow over
Senegal Renaissance
Far from being a shining beacon of
hope for the world’s poorest
continent, Dakar’s monument to the
African Renaissance has sparked a
storm of criticism over Senegalese President Abdoulaye
Wade and his handling of the project.  Blog 
 

Where will Nigerian bank
crisis lead?
The list published by Nigeria’s
central bank of those who owe
money to the banks it has just
bailed out makes clear that the
situation has already gone well beyond just being a
banking crisis.  Blog 

LATEST ALERTNET CRISES NEWS

 
Powered by Reuters AlertNet. AlertNet provides news, images
and insight from the world's disasters and conflicts and is brought
to you by Reuters Foundation.

Thousands gather for CAFOD-sponsored festival to
highlight dangers faced by migrants
Iraq sends anti-militant police to Syrian border
For Sri Lanka?s displaced, help in returning home
FACTBOX-Security developments in Afghanistan,
Sept 4
Palestinians forced to leave UAE - Palestinians
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